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Sent: Monday, 25 May 2015 10:59 AM

itTo: Parsons, Samantha
IIPCc: Stevan Rodic

Subject: DAP Parliamentary inquiry

Hi Samantha,

Further to my email last week I sent to you regarding the Town's comments to your questions, please find
further comments the Town had prepared on the matter, reviewed by myself and Manager Stevan Rodic,
which may be of assistance to you.

The Town of Cambridge wishes to acknowledge the changes to the DAPS Regulations 2011. in particular
the Town is appreciative of the introduction of the 'stop the clock' initiative which provides an opportunity
for local government planning officers to obtain more information for to undertake a planning assessment
and to report to the DAP secretariat.

It is noted, however, that this mechanism is only available to the local government within one week of
receiving a DAPs application. It is more common, however, for circumstances to evolve beyond one week
of lodgement which would require the Town to seek further information or amended plans from the
applicant and where a 'stop the clock' mechanism would be warranted.

It is not considered a reasonable time frame for a full assessment to be able to be undertaken of DAPs
application within one week of lodgement and for the full set of issues which may require additional time to
resolve to be established within five business days. Often issues will evolve throughout the course of
assessment and upon liaising with applicants which will require attention and additional time to require the
information which is needed for a planning officer to confidently report on a matter.

Furthermore, it is the Town's experience that in some cases there are significant amendments made to
plans made throughout the DAP assessment period. These are either in response to addressing significant
variations to the planning policies or whereby applicants may choose to alter plans for their own reasons.
This generally requires full re-assessment of plans often within precarious timeframes in order to satisfy
DAP time frames.

The Town, and am sure other local governments, attempt to resolve matters with applicants as much as
possible and on most occasions come to a suitable agreement in relation to time extensions and typically it
is in the best interests of both parties to resolve matters promptly and have applications dealt with in a
timely manner. However, the DAPs regulations still give the applicant ultimate power over the local
government in regards to assessment time frames, the result being that requests for time extensions are
required which add to additional administrative workloads and extended time frames ultimately.
As such the Town would appreciate revisions to the Regulations for the 'stop the clock' mechanism to be
available to use by the local government up until the lodgement of the Responsible Authority Report,
subject to the Local Government documenting the reasons for the extension and reporting these to the
DAP Secretariat. It is believed that the mechanism would not be misused as it is important for all parties to
deal with development applications in a timely manner, but it is considered that this change could ensure
that local governments can process applications with the confidence of having all necessary information
required in order to undertake a comprehensive assessment. This mechanism should also apply in the
case of the preparation of SAT Responsible Authority Reports.

Matthew Burnett
Strategic Planning Officer
Town of Cambridge
lir 08 92853116


